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Non un avvocato!
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Perché raccogliamo dati?
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I nostri principi
https://www.mozilla.org/privacy/principles

1. Nessuna sorpresa

2. Controllo nelle mani degli utenti

3. Raccolta dati minimale

4. Impostazioni ragionevoli

5. Protezione accurata
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Come implementarli?
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Data reviews
https://wiki.mozilla.org/Data_Collection
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1. Si crea un bug su Bugzilla o una 
issue su Github

2. Si compila la data-review 
request

3. Si notifica un data-steward
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La data-review request (1/2)
https://github.com/mozilla/data-review/blob/main/request.md
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All questions are mandatory. You must receive review from a data steward peer on your responses to these questions 
before shipping new data collection.

1. What questions will you answer with this data?

2. Why does Mozilla need to answer these questions? Are there benefits for users? Do we need this information to address 
product or business requirements? Some example responses:

● Establish baselines or measure changes in product or platform quality or performance.

● Provide information essential for advancing a business objective such as supporting OKRs.

● Determine whether a product or platform change has an effect on user or browser behavior.

3. What alternative methods did you consider to answer these questions? Why were they not sufficient?
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La data-review request (2/2)
https://github.com/mozilla/data-review/blob/main/request.md
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4. Can current instrumentation answer these questions?

5. List all proposed measurements and indicate the category of data collection for each measurement, using the Firefox 
data collection categories found on the Mozilla wiki.

Note that the data steward reviewing your request will characterize your data collection based on the highest (and most 
sensitive) category.

6. Please provide a link to the documentation for this data collection which describes the ultimate data set in a public, 
complete, and accurate way.

7. How long will this data be collected? Choose one of the following:
8. What populations will you measure?
9. If this data collection is default on, what is the opt-out mechanism for users?

10. Please provide a general description of how you will analyze this data.
11. Where do you intend to share the results of your analysis?
12. Is there a third-party tool (i.e. not Telemetry) that you are proposing to use for this data collection? If so:

https://wiki.mozilla.org/Data_Collection
https://wiki.mozilla.org/Data_Collection
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Data 
categories
https://wiki.mozilla.org/Data_Collection
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● Category 1  technical data

● Category 2  interaction data

● Category 3  stored content & 
communications

● Category 4  highly sensitive or 
clearly identifiable personal 
data
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https://github.com/mozilla/glean
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Glean registry files
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Specific Metric API
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Come affronto il dilemma 
etico?
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Il Glean Dictionary
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Nessuna scadenza?

Public
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deletion-request

Public
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Periodo di conservazione esplicito
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“Perché”.. !?
Prima o dopo?



Grazie!


